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The nature of the middle school in the state of Washington and
its conformance to the middle school concept was studied.

Eighty-four

of the state's ninety-two middle school principals reported on programs
and offerings in their schools.

The study indicated that Washington

middle schools conform favorably to the concept in all major areas except grading practices and athletic programs.

The schools recognize a

developmental stage of transescence and minister to it through childchild-centered rather than subject-centered programs.
Further study is recommended to compare the middle school with
the junior high school in the state of Washington.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED

The middle school movement is now between twenty and thirty
years old. Whether one accepts the Bay City, Michigan, school as the
beginning in 1950 (20:8), or the 1960's as the "benchmark" for the
beginning of the middle school movement (11: 3) , it cannot be denied
the intervening period has been marked by steadily increasing momentum.
A survey conducted during the 1965-66 school year identified 29
states operating 499 middle schools (10:82). Another study in 1970
found l, 69 6 middle schools in operation (5: 162). Still another, in the
197 4-7 5 school year, identified 3, 224 (20: 15).
Washington State has shown similar growth in the middle school
movement.

In 19 61, the Washington Education Association's Washington

Education Directory listed no middle schools.

By 1971, there were

fifty, and by 1973, fifty-six (7:25). The Directory for the 1978-79 year
lists ninety-two.
In the twenty to thirty years since the beginning of the middle
school movement, certain identifying factors have become typical of
the middle school in literature. These will be identified at length in
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Chapter II.

They include, but are not limited to:

1. A span of at least three years to allow for gradual transition
from the elementary school to high school.

2. An emerging departmental approach structure in each succeeding grade arranged in a gradual transition.
3. Flexible approaches to education:
a. team teaching
b. flexible block scheduling
c. individualized instruction
d. independent study
e. individualized tutorial program
f. employing methods to stimulate children to learn how to
learn
g. required special courses to be taught in a departmentalized
form

4. Interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach including:
a. unified arts
b. performing arts
c. exploring arts
5. Guidance department specially oriented to fill the needs of
this age group.
5. Equitable number of faculty with both elementary and secondary background (and some with each kind).
7. Limited attention to interschool sports and social events (28:7).
It is assumed, generally, that middle schools utilize these

factors in the organization and programs of their schools.

However,

Hanson (1979) notes:
Many communities have done little more than change the name on
the building from "Junior High School" to "Middle School" and have
done little else to change, modify, or alter their programs to better
meet the needs of these middle school age students {22: 57).

1
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I. THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem.
The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a common
entity which identifies the middle school in practice, and if not, what
the various schools have in common. This study then produces a definition of the middle school as it exists in reality, and not, merely,
in the literature.

Importance of the Study
Many writers have studied and articulated the state of the middle school concept.

Middle schools appear in ever-increasing numbers

across the land. The purpose of this study was to determine the extent
to which the middle schools in the state of Washington conform to the
concept expressed in the literature.
"Most observers of the contemporary scene agree there is a very
real danger that the middle school epoch may repeat the failures of
earlier effort (i.e., the junior high school) unless certain crucial conditions prevail."

(19: 13).

Limitations of the Study.
The study was limited to schools in the state of Washington which
included "middle school" as part of their names.

The very nature of

the problem, that is, identifying the commonality of the middle school
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in Washington State, required that there be no more selectivity, nor
less generality than this.

II. DEFINITION OF TERMS USED
By the very nature of the study, many terms will be defined in
great detail in Chapter II.

However, for the purposes of the study,

terms are defined specifically below.

Middle School Concept.
That theoretical entity which includes techniques and strategies
for educating children in the years between childhood and adolescence
shall be referred to as the middle school concept.

Middle School.
For the purposes of this study, the term middle school shall
mean a school with the words "middle school" in its name.

Transescence.
Transescence, as used in this study, shall be the stage of
development which begins prior to the onset of puberty and extends
through the early stages of adolescence (11:3).

III. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS
The remainder of this thesis is organized into four chapters.
(

Chapter II contains a review of the literature pertaining to the middle
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school concept. It breaks the concept into its component parts for
further discussion.

The procedures used in conducting this study are

discussed in Chapter III. A report of the findings of the study is presented in Chapter IV.

Chapter V contains the summary, conclusions,

and recommendations made as a result of this study.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

While many critics of the middle school state that a single,
all encompassing identity does not exist, the literature indicates a
number of considerations which mark an attempt to achieve the middle
school ideal. This chapter presents, at the outset, the various considerations which contribute to the overall middle school concept.
Each of these, then, is discussed in detail.

General Identity.
There are a variety of reasons for the emergence of the middle
school, but essentially, the middle school is a reactionary movement
against the existing structure (25: 37).
Jones (1979) states:
The reasons for the emerging middle school are many, and they
are not simple. In the broad sense, the expanding world of knowledge, the exposure of youth to a wealth of experiences via the
various forms of mass communication, the availability of transportation, the increased knowledge of the nature of the learner and
the process by which he learns, as well as the tasks placed upon
the school, demand an organizational structure and function that
will better serve the "middle grade" students in our schools. The
middle school is literally and functionally a school for growing up
(25: 37).
While few middle schools are formed without due consideration
of the matter, many are formed for practical reasons. Neil Hanson, in
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a 1979 article, states:
Many middle schools have been created by administrative decree
to solve a problem of declining enrollment, financial problems, desegregation problems, or perhaps even building problems, with no
serious planning or organization taking place to bring about a true
middle school (2 2: 67) •
However honorable the reasons for forming these schools which
have been labeled "middle schools," unless they possess the ability
to do something for children which cannot be done as well or at all by
other organizations, their existence is misleading, and the public
trust has been misplaced.

Middle School Characteristics.
In the recent period between 19 60 and 1980, certain essential
characteristics have been articulated which are the essence of the middle school concept. Some are concise and direct while others are complex and philosophical.

Taken together, these contribute an all-encom-

passing picture of the middle school concept.
Dr. Donald H. Eichhorn, who has become an authority on the
subject of middle schools and the middle school concept, identifies
four elements of a "very substantial middle school," when he states,
"There was much individual attention given, solid inter-discipline
elements within each discipline, much teacher sharing, and a flexible,
exciting learning atmosphere."

(12:5).
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Cloyzelle K. Jones, Professor in Education and Director of
Urban and Regional Studies at the University of Michigan presents a
composite profile of how some schools are meeting the challenge of
developing an optimum learning environment for maximum growth of the
middle school student:
1. A span of at least three grades between 5 and 8 to allow for
the gradual transition from elementary to high school instruction
practices.
2. Emerging departmental structure in each higher grade to
effect gradual transition from the self-contained classroom to
the departmentalized high school.
3. Flexible approaches to instruction-team teaching, flexible
scheduling, individualized instruction, independent study, tutorial programs-and other approaches aimed at stimulating children
to learn how to learn.
4. Required special courses, taught in departmental form and
frequently with an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach.
5. Guidance programs as a distinct entity to fill the special
needs of this age group.
6. Faculty with both elementary and secondary certification,
or some teachers with each type (until special training and certification are available for this level).
7. Limited attention to interschool sports and social activities
(25: 41).
It becomes increasingly apparent that the concept of the middle
school focuses on the individual learner. A major consideration of the
middle school is dealing with the unique level of maturity of each
student.

,,
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Another prominent authority on middle school emergence is Dr.
William Alexander, Director of the Institute for Curriculum Improvement
at the University of Florida.

He outlines six common features charac-

teristic of a middle school:

1. A secure home base environment for every student.
2. A program of learning which attempts to give balanced attention to the three major purposes of the school:
a. personal development
b. skills of continued learning
c. use of organized knowledge
3. An instructional system which focuses on individual progress.
4. Interdisciplinary team teaching.
5. Flexible grouping and scheduling.
6. Continuing and increasing opportunities for socializing, integrating, and interest-building activities (1: 135).
Samuel Popper stresses the focus on the learner when he states
that the paramount goal of the middle school is to:
intervene protectively in the process of education which was begun in the elementary school, mediate between the human condition
at the onset of adolescence and the presures of culture, and continue the general education of the adolescent in a curriculum applied
in a psycho-social environment which is functional for learning at
this stage of socialization (31: 291).
William Alexander, with R. P. Kealy, states further that the middle school aims are:

(

1. to serve the educational needs of the in-between-ages in a
school bridging the elementary school for children and the high
school for adults;
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2. to provide optimum individualization of curriculum and instruction for a population characterized by great variability;
3. to promote continuous progress through smooth articulation
between the several phases and levels of the total program; and
4. to facilitate the optimum use of personnel and facilities
available for continuing improvement of schooling (2: 151).
The child-centered (as opposed to subject-centered) approach
is the primary aim of the middle school.

In keeping with this idea,

Lee (1978) states, "The middle school concept prescribes to providing
exploratory experiences in an upgraded structure with a flexible curriculum that allows for the total development of students, both intellectually and socially. " (27 :9 3, 91).
A similar, but more detailed and expanded list is presented by
Compton (1968) in which she cites nine desired characteristics of a
middle school:
1. Articulation with both the elementary school and the high
school to assure an easy transition throughout the child's public
school experience.

2. Some form of team teaching by subject matter specialists
that provides for large group, small group, and individual instruction.
3. Skilled personnel to provide remedial, developmental,
and advanced instruction in a variety of academic skills.
4. Independent study available for all students based on individual needs, interests, and abilities.
5. Emphasis on guidance (group and individual) both within the
team situation and by specialists. Academic, social, and personal
adjustment guidance available to all.

'
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6. An activity program available to all children based on personal development rather than public entertainment or school prestige.

7. Vertical organization that provides for continuous progress
for each student. (Many schools are using some form of ungradedness.)
8. Individualized student schedules that can be changed at any
time on an individual needs basis.
9. Instructional and administrative staff with subject matter
competence and an understanding of the age group (9: 108).
This stress on the individuality of the transescent student
continues in the writings of Kieffer (1979), in which he states that
radical variations occur during this growth period which must be recognized.

He stresses that competition with self must take precedence

over competition with others.

Experiences should stress values clar-

ification, and an attainment of accurate self esteem as related to the
receptivity of others (26:75).
Seven "guiding principles" for the middle school are presented
by Lynch (1979). These include the elimination of letter or number
grades. Instead, he proposes a "P" for pass, in successfully completed courses, and an absence of any indication the course was ever
taken in the event of unsuccessful completion or noncompletion.

Class-

rooms snould be democratically run; students should be treated with
dignity and respect.

Students should learn how to think, investigate,

and problem-solve. They must learn to think innovatively.

(

Students
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should be involved in many varied experiences which involve many
disciplines. And finally, for every teaching act, the teacher should,
in self appraisal, ask, "Why?"

(28:7).

We have seen in this section, how the middle school concept
centers around a number of premises which include:
a. the recognition of an age between childhood and adolescence
which must be treated in an individual and flexible manner;
c. a sharing of initiative with other teachers and with students
as a democratically oriented classroom emerges;
d. a gradual and easy transition from the self-contained classrooms of the elementary school to the totally departmentalized
system of the high school; and
e. a unique activity program, intramural in nature rather than
interschool,which is based on individual needs rather than public
entertainment or school prestige.
These individual concepts are dealt with in detail in the following sections.

Transescence.
Transescence, as used by Dr. Donald H. Eichhorn (1966),
refers to "the stage of development which begins prior to the onset of
puberty and extends through the early stages of adolescence." (11:3).
Elsewhere, he says that because puberty does not occur at the same
chronological age in all children, the concept of transescence is based
in the physical, intellectual, social, and emotional changes that appear
shortly before the puberty cycle and extends to the time the body gains
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a practical degree of stabilization over the change (13: 111).
This definition is expanded by Jones (1979) who states that
transescence "is characterized by changes in the physical development,
social interaction, and intellectual functions," and includes "accelerated development of body size, heart and lung capacity, musculature,
and reproductive organs • . . .

The variable rates of individual mat-

uration tend to promote social and emotional problems among transescent
youth.

Early and late maturation each create special problems . . •. "

(25:38).
"Early or late maturation may create emotional stress and an
impediment to socialization," state Kieffer and Johnson (1979).
"Since no one has fixed a point of maturation, at least not in
our culture, and since children develop at different rates, one is
virtually assured of being either an early or late maturer. This
fact tends to ensure that a significant proportion of the middle
school's population will, at some time or other, suffer from the
most feared of all adolescent conditions: physical conspicuousness."
(26:77).
Transescence seems to be marked by a wide variability of maturation levels, which include achievement, a variety of cognitive capabilities, and a variety of learning styles.
sition physically and emotionally.
growing steadily, suddenly shorten.
and are to be expected.

Transescents are in tran-

Interest spans which have been
Emotional outbursts are common

Students in transescence frequently suffer from

fatigue, and occasionally physical pain in joints. This is a_period

\'
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when students are in transition from childhood years in which their
attitudes and beliefs are founded in adult approval to the adolescent
years in which peer approval is so important (12: 12).
Gallina and Miller (1977) cite the following as characteristics
of the transescent period:
1. resentment of authority figures

2. ambivalance concerning dependence
3. transfer of recognition from adults to peers
4. emancipation from the home
5. fluctuation of emotions
6. development of changing values
7. concern about physical growth
8. development of self-concept
9. identification of sex role with its appropriate behaviors (17:513).
Explaining the extreme variability of transescents, James Lynch
(1979) states:
Young people in their "in-between" years are very different
from other age groups and also differ from each other to a greater
degree than any other group. In this stage of development erratic
physical and emotional growth are usually present and have definite
effects on learning. The middle school concept is to provide an
educational program focused on these special needs and interests
of the pre- and early-adolescent (28: 4).
The individual and flexible treatment of transescents has been
spoken to by advocates of early childhood education. They say that a

\'
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continuous progress curriculum so necessary to the middle school concept has been proven possible and effective by the early childhood
education movement. Silvern and Wiles (1978) state:
Until educators in the middle grades fully understand human
development in the transescent period and believe that performance
expectations at this level can be met by a format similar to that
found in the early years, the promise of the middle school cannot
be achieved. A formal high school-type learning environment will
not accommodate a personal pattern of development (32:663).
Eichhorn links the transescent to the middle school when he
states:
Effective schools have a strong personal development dimension
in their program. Students' developmental characteristics provide strong competition for learning programs. The problems associated with rapid growth consume large portions of student energy.
Emotional reactions lead to increased daydreaming, fantacizing,
and emotional states. It is difficult for students to concentrate
and their attention spans are shortened. By providing personal
development programs, schools supply students with knowledge of
the growth processes, alleviate fears, and significantly add to
the emphasis on achievement (12:7).
Curriculum.
Dealing with students on a continuous-progress basis with flexibility in scheduling and teacher grouping, while treating students on
an individual basis, requires a curriculum unlike any other. The curriculum must, of course, be balanced between the acquisition of skills,
processes, and content. It must include programs which encourage the
use of these elements in acquiring knowledge. It must be a sequential
curriculum, and it must employ open-ended instruction.

Eichhorn (1978)
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speaks to this balance:
Effective middle schools are schools with instructional balance.
They do not exhibit either an overemphasis on the traditional philosophy nor do they overemphasize a progressive philosophy.
Rather effective schools have elements of both of these great
philosophies (12:5).
Another view of middle school curriculum lists these items to
be considered:
The curriculum should be:
1. flexible from school to school, and within a school, but in
tune with the psycho-social development of the transescent;
2. developed on a K-12 continuum;
3. one that is structured, thus enabling teachers to "plug in"
where needed after a student is evaluated; and
4. a vehicle through which a learner develops his skills.
(34:79).
Silvern and Wiles round out the treatment of curriculum when
they state:
. it is clear that in order to deliver the educational program to the learner, regardless of his/her developmental abilities,
there must be a wide choice of educational mediums, and the program must be personalized. Information must be presented in
ways that have meaning to the learner, are stimulating, and have
obvious application to the immediate environment. The needs
and interests of the learner, such as the need for acceptance and
outlets for egocentrism, must be considered (32: 663).

Teachers.
Should middle school teachers be different from either elementary
or secondary teachers? Most writers agree they must have special

\'
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qualities and training to equip them to work in the setting of the middle
school. Dealing with trans es cents, flexible schedules, and an individualized curriculum will require special knowledge and temperament.
Competence in subject matter areas is an important achievement for
middle school teachers, and in many cases, this will mean competence
in more than one field,
What should the teacher training program include? George and
McEwin (1978) conclude it should consist of these components:
1. A special emphasis on knowledge of transescent (middle
school) learners.
2. The middle school concept-goals and programs for transescents.
3. A broad academic background, with specialization in at
least two allied areas of the curriculum.
4. Special methods of teaching the emerging adolescent learners.
5. Courses in the teaching of reading.
6. Training in affective education and techniques of guidance .
•
7. Leaming thoery.
8. Skills of classroom groups management and discipline.
9. Continuing seminars which help prospective teachers integrate what has been learned.
10. An early and sustained series of clinical experiences in
middle schools, beginning with observation and progressing to
the level of full responsibility for the learning program (19: 31).
Elsewhere it has been stated that until such a program commonly
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exists, it is desirable to have teachers with training in elementary
education balanced with teachers from the secondary schools, and some
with training and experience at both levels. This will assure a balance
in the interim.
The need for specialized training of professionals for the middle school is based upon three assumptions, according to Fiedler
(1978):

1. The characteristics of students in these grades are sufficiently
unique to require special understanding.
2. The developmental characteristics of boys and girls found in
the middle school reflect an urgency to capitalize upon this critical period, a period when the whole future of life depends upon
how well the new powers now given suddenly and in profusion
are husbanded and directed.
3. The learning characteristics of students in the middle school
are sufficiently special to justify preparing teachers in the knowledge and application of methodologies which have proven successful (15: 322).
It takes a special individual to deal adequately with the cur-

riculum of the transescent. While one may argue all teachers should
have such characteristics, Eichhorn contends middle school teachers
should be enthusiastic, creative problem-solvers, imaginative and
adaptable, warm, friendly, and positive. They should also have high
expectations for students, be unwilling to accept less than the student's
best effort, should have a sense of humor, and should be secure
(12:9).

\'
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Fiedler lists four additional requirements for the teachers who
propose to work with middle school students:
1. A thorough knowledge of the developmental growth characteristics of boys and girls in the middle school.
2. Knowledge of learning/teaching strategies that are appropriate to the needs of the students in the middle school.
3. Time and energy to learn, plan, and implement the knowledge
called for in items 1 and 2 above.
4. Motivation which comes from the perceived rewards that
one can confidently expect to accrue as a result of effective
participation in a program designed to meet the middle school
challenge (15:325).
A variety of approaches to the instruction of middle school
students is required. It is necessary to know when to use a lecture
approach and when to allow the gregarious nature of the transescent to
flourish in group interaction.

"Classrooms which stress either a group

approach or an individual approach to the exclusion of the other are
less effective." (12: 6). It takes a special individual with special
interests and training to deal with transescent youth.

Middle School Buildings.
While it has been the practice to base architectural specifications on construction factors rather than the educational program,
Gallina and Miller stress that "A middle school building should be
constructed to fit, not only the curricular needs of the transescent,
but also the psycho-social needs." (17:516). When the construction

\'
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or rebuilding of an existing structure follows the development of the
curricular program which will utilize the building, it is not only possible to custom fit the structure, it is also possible to build in flexibility to allow for the change which will so certainly occur.

Middle School Organization.
Encompassing grades five through eight, the middle school
concept employs various combinations. The most typical arrangement
is grades six through eight. Some schools group five through eight,
five through seven, and occasionally, the traditional junior high grades,
seven and eight.
Grade nine is most often grouped with the high school in systems
where middle school grouping is employed. It is the opinion of several
writers (Epperson, 1972; Howard and Stoumbis, 1970; and Madon, 1966)
that the removal of the ninth grade from the middle school grouping
will alleviate discipline problems.
Lynch (1979) contends that "Many educators believe that the
concept of the middle school is not dependent upon grade combinations,
but is really a completely new approach to the education of young
people." (23: 8).

He points out, however, that the school should in-

clude a span of at least three grades or years to allow for the gradual
transition from elementary to high school (28: 5).
Another consideration in reorganizing the grade level structure

\'
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is pointed out by Baruchin (19 67):
Let us remember that in making a transition as one involving
the breaking apart of the elementary school grades, attention
must also be focused on the possible repercussions among the
children of the remaining grades (3: 44).

Scheduling.
The "lock step" junior and high school schedule has little use
in the middle school where flexibility of teaching and curriculum are
utilized. Two types of scheduling may have use, however, in the
middle school setting. Many writers advocate the use of block scheduling and modular scheduling.
Gallina and Miller (1977) illustrate these types of schedules
as follows:
1. Block time scheduling is used with interdisciplinary teaming.
Each team utilizes a large block of unscheduled time, approximately three hours, to work with their students. Through cooperative planning, each team schedules time for its own discipline
as it sees fit.
2. Modular scheduling is time periods arranged in modules of
fifteen, twenty, thirty, or forty minutes. Individual students
spend their time in self-directed study, and varying amounts in
daily classes. It requires much student responsibility in organization and guidance (17:519).
Block time and modular approaches to scheduling permit teacher
interaction. For teachers to remain isolated in a middle school would
not allow the cooperation which many writers feel is important to the
middle school concept. Team teaching and partner teaching require
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interaction which can only come about through flexible scheduling.

Summary.
In the review of the literature, these facts stand out:
1. The middle school concept consists of many facets, among
which is the recognition of a transitional stage of child development known as transescence.
2. It requires a curriculum designed specifically for the middle school.
3. It stresses the importance of the individual learner and individual progress on a continuous basis.
4. It advocates a gradual transition from elementary school to
high school by means of ever-increasing departmentalization over
the recommended three-year span.
5. It requires special teachers possessing special qualities
and training.
Eichhorn sums up the middle school as follows:
Effective middle schools are alive. There is a feeling of excitement, joy, and enthusiasm in the classroom. There is a
feeling of togetherness among teachers and students. There is
an atmosphere of industriousness and a "hum" of activity. A
lack of tension and rigidity marks instruction. There appears to
be a determined effort on everyone's part to insure learning.
Creative and imaginative learning activities are in evidence.
Learning is punctuated with a sense of curiosity. There is mutual
respect among learners and teachers. A high level of expectation
always exists (12: 5).

\

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES USED IN THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to detennine if there is a common
entity which identifies the middle school in practice, and if not, what
the various schools have in common.
of a survey questionnaire.

This was carried out by means

Ninety-two middle scho9l principals in the

state of Washington were contacted in this study.

Middle school gen-

eral organization, curriculum, and special programs were assessed by
means of a questionnaire composed of seventeen items. The names
and addresses of the middle school principals in the state of Washington were obtained from the Washington Education Directory, 1979-80
edition.

The Questionnaire.
A set of items was developed from the related literature. The
questionnaire was developed into three sections.

The first section

was intended to provide infonnation regarding the general organization
of the middle school, including the size of the school based on the
number of students, teachers, principals, clerical workers, aides,
and custodial workers.
The first section also was intended to ascertain the reasons the
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school district adopted the middle school concept. In addition, the
first section of the questionnaire sought to provide information about
the training emphasis of the teachers and administrators in the middle
school.
The second section of the questionnaire dealt with curriculum,
instructional practices, and grading systems. The third section was
intended to provide information about special programs dealing with
guidance, the gifted, the low ability student, and activity programs.
A brief introductory letter was sent explaining the purpose of
the study and inviting cooperation in completing the survey.
The respondents were asked to provide their names and addresses
if they were interested in receiving the results of the survey.

Data Gathering.
The introductory letter, the questionnaire, and a self-addressed
envelope for response were sent to all ninety-two middle schools listed
in the 1979-80 Washington Education Directory on April 5, 1980. It was
asked that respondents return the completed questionnaire in time to
begin compiling data by May 1, 19 80.

Of the ninety-two questionnaires

mailed, seventy-nine were initially returned.
A letter of reminder, containing both a duplicate questionnaire
and another self-addressed envelope, was sent to the remaining principals. This resulted in the return of five additional questionnaires,

\'
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bringing the total return to eighty-four questionnaires, or ninety-one
percent.

Treatment of the Data.
The seventeen items of the survey questionnaire were tabulated,
summarized, and the responses converted into percentages. The degree
to which the middle schools of the state of Washington conform to the
middle school concept as stated in the literature was noted.

\.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF DATA

THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The questionnaire consisted of seventeen items arranged into
three sections dealing with general organization, curriculum, and

($a Arre,,-.dil()
special programs;.

It was sent to the principals of the ninety-two

middle schools in the state of Washington to determine the nature of
the middle school under their administration.

GENERAL ORGANIZATION
This section of the questionnaire dealt with the length of existence of the middle schools, the size of the schools as indicated by
the number of students and employees, why the middle school concept
was adopted by the districts, and the training emphasis of the teachers
and administrators.

Length of Existence.
Eighty-one middle school principals indicated the length of existence of their middle schools.
twenty years.

Responses ranged from one year to .

One principal indicated fifty-one years.

Discounting

the last response as representing a junior high school {in philosophy

(
if not in name), the existence median is seven years.

The average

,.
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length of existence is 6. 7 years.

Enrollment and StpJfing
The eighty-four principals reporting indicated a total of 41, 83 6
students, for an average of 498 per middle school. Figures indicated
2,039.32 teachers, for an average of 24.28 per school, or one teacher
for each 20. 5 students.
Administrators, including building principals, vice principals,
acting principals, etc., totaled 138. 53, for an average of 1. 65 per
middle school. This would provide a ratio of one principal for every
14.72 teachers and 302 students.
Clerical workers, including secretaries, attendance officers,
etc. , totaled 17 2. 5, for an average per school of 2. 05. The ratio
of clerical workers to administrators is one to . 80 principals, and the
ratio of clerical workers to teachers is one to 11. 82. One clerical
worker, on the average, is employed for each 242.53 students.
The total number of aides employed, including CETA aides, is
243.5. This averages one aide per 8.38 teachers and 171.8 students,
for an average of 2. 9 aides per school.
School custodians totaled 250. 83 in the eighty-four middle
schools, for an average of 2.99 per school.

The ratio of custodians to

teachers is one custodian for every 8.13 teachers.

(
todians to students is one for every 166.79

The ratio of cus-
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The average middle school in the state of Washington, then,
includes 498 students, 24. 28 teachers, 1. 65 administrators, 2. 05
clerical workers, 2. 90 aides, and 2. 99 custodians.

Grade Level Organization.
The majority of middle schools in the state of Washington are
organized to include grades 6-8 and 7-8 (7 8. 3%).

This includes forty-

three schools which have grades 6-8, and twenty-three schools with
grades 7-8. Other arrangements account for the other 21.96%, including
grades 5-8, 6-7, 4-8, and others.

The breakdown of figures is found

in Table I.

Reasons for Adopting the Middle School Concept.
Several options gleaned from the literature were provided as
responses to the question, "Why did your district adopt the middle
school concept?" In addition, respondents were asked to list other
reasons. Most schools were adopted for more than one reason as indicated by the responses to the question.
The majority of middle schools adopted the concept to provide
a better educational program for students of this age (61. 90%).

More

practical reasons accounted for many, such as dealing with overcrowding
conditions (41. 67%), and accommodating a (new) building (34. 52).

(

One-third of the districts adopted the middle school concept to

Table 1
Grade Level Organization

Grade
Arrangement
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6-8
7-8
5-8
6-7
4-8
6-9
6 and 8
6

Number of
Schools
43*
23
9
3
3
1
1
1
84

Percentage
of Schools
51.19%
27.38
10.72
3.57
3.57
1.19
1.19
1.19
100 .00%

* Does not include one which was a 6-8 organization from 1971 to 1973,
and is now 7-8; another was 6-8 for 10 years and has now been 7-8 for
one year.
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attempt to slow the maturity rate by separating younger from older
students (33. 33%). Some districts adopted the concept to remedy
weaknesses of a junior high school (16. 67%).

(See Table II.)

Respondents were asked to explain their answers regarding the
weaknesses of the junior high school. The following statement is a
compilation of the various answers:
"We wanted to place more emphasis on students and less on
subject matter. The 7-12 program was not responsive to the middle school student. The junior high school was too much a
mirror image of the high school, and it was impossible to maintain
interest in high school programs as a result. 'Sophistication'
level and discipline were a problem. We wished to emphasize
guidance and provide an exploratory curriculum, and to provide a
catalyst for improving school climate. "
Other reasons for adopting the middle school concept included
the following:
"We wished to regroup for skill instruction in reading, math,
and language arts. "
" . . . parent concerns regarding maturity rates and sagging
interest in high school because the same activities were available
in the junior high school. "
"It was an opportunity to 'shake up the box' and try again."

"

strictly economic."

"

desegregation."

(Two respondents.)

"We closed one elementary school due to declining enrollment."
We changed from two high schools to one; we needed program
adjustment."
" . . . a convenient grouping."

:i1

Table 2
Reasons For Adopting the Middle School Concept

Schools

Percentage

Reasons

52

61.90%

To provide a better instructional
program for students of this age.

35

41.67

To deal with overcrowding conditions.

29

34.52

To accommodate a (new) building.

28

33.33

To attempt to slow the maturity
rate by separating younger from
older students.

14

16.67

To remedy weaknesse:i of a junior
higJ;i school.

9

10.72

To try an innovation.

15

17. 86

Other reasons~

Training Emphasis.
Due to the ambiguity of the item dealing with training emphasis,
little data of value was forthcoming.

The item asked for an "indication"

of the training emphasis of the teachers and administrators.

The in-

dications ranged from actual numbers to check marks to percentages.
Therefore, data could not be quantified in the same manner as elsewhere in this study.
Indications of training emphasis were tallied, and the percentages which follow indicate the number of tallies under each heading.
The four options were "Elementary emphasis,"
emphasis,"

"Secondary

"Both levels," and "Middle school emphasis." The re-

sponses were separate for teachers and administrators {see Table III).
If a conclusion can be drawn from this item, it can be con-

cluded that there is an apparent balance of training emphasis between
the elementary and secondary level among teachers. Administrators'
emphasis leans slightly toward the secondary emphasis. Specifically
middle school emphasis is much less apparent.
Another item which also dealt with training asked, "Approximately what percentage of the teachers at your middle school have
returned for college training in dealing with transescents (individuals
in transition from childhood to adolescence)?" The range of responses
was from 0% to 80%, and the average return for additional training was
29.15%.

''
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Table 3
Training Emphasis of Teachers and Administrators

Tfachers [

Administrators

Elementary emphasis

26.36%

24.04%

Secondary emphasis

26.36

31. 73

Both levels

31. 78

28.85

Middle School emphasis

15.50

15.38

100. 00%

100 .00%

Totals

"

CURRlCULUM
Curriculum Emphasis.
Three options were given to indicate curriculum emphasis.
They were "basic skills,"

"academic exploration," and "subject mat-

ter depth." The literature indicates the middle school should be an
experience in exploration.

The state of Washington is in the early

stages of a "back-to-basics movement" which could have an effect on
the emphasis of middle school curriculum.
In reporting the curriculum emphasis, some principals marked
more than one area of emphasis. An emphasis on basic skills was indicated by eighty schools (9 6. 39%). An exploration emphasis was indicated by twenty-seven schools (32. 53%), and fifteen schools indicated
emphasis on subject matter depth (17. 86%).
The emphasis of curriculum in the middle schools of the state
of Washington is clearly on basic skills.

One-third of the schools

place some emphasis on the exploratory program which is advocated
by the middle school concept stated in the literature.
Two other areas stressed by the literature are continuous progress and a smooth transition from the earliest middle school grade to
the latest. Two items dealt with these matters. The first asked, "Does

your curriculum permit continuous progress for students of varying
ability?" Although thirteen principals saw fit to qualify their answers
with "In some cases,"

"To a degree," and "On a limited basis,"

sixty-one indicated the belief that their curriculum provided a measure
of continuous progress (72. 62%).
The second item asked, "Does your middle school employ a
vertical organization which provides a smooth transition from the
earliest middle school grade to the latest?" Some principals also saw
fit to qualify this item, but seventy-three indicated such a smooth
transition (86. 90%).

Instructional Practices.
Instructional practices were divided into three areas.

The first

included such means of student operation as "Individualized learning,"
"Independent study,"

"Large group instruction," and "Learning Ac-

tivity Packages."
The second section, related, but more from a teaching standpoint, included "Self-contained classrooms,"

"Team teaching," and

"Partner teaching."
The third section was made up of scheduling practices, including "Block-of-time classes,"

"Learning center schedules,"

"Modular scheduling," and "Flexible scheduling. " In addition to the
choices given, respondents had the option of listing other practices

,.
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utilized in their schools. The instructional practices and responses
are shown in Table N.
It would seem that some practices propounded by the middle

school literature are more widely used than others.

Individualized

learning (7 4. 70%) and large group instruction (67. 47%) see wide use,
while independent study (3 6. 15%) and Learning Activity Packages
{30. 12%) see only limited use.
Self-contained classrooms (7 5. 90%) were listed in many responses as being part of a transitional program from an elementary
format, with almost total self-containment, to a secondary program,
with almost complete departmentalization.

Team teaching {38. 55%)

and partner teaching (2 6. 51 %) , which are strongly advocated by the
middle school literature, are less commonly utilized.
The literature advocates extended periods of time with one
teacher as part of the desirable middle school progra,.

Middle schools

in the state of Washington seem to adhere to this principle, as blockof-time classes (79.52%) are widely used.

Modular (3.61%) and

flexible scheduling (18. 07%) are infrequently used.

Grading.
While the elimination of letter and number grading systems is
advocated by writers in the literature (28:7), the practice in the state
of Washington leans heavily toward these systems. In over ninety-five

Table 4
Instructional Practices
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Instructional Practice

Number of
schools

Percentage
of schools

Individualized learning
Large group instruction
Independent study
Leaming Activity Packages

62
56
30
25

7 4. 70%
67. 47
36.15
30.12

Self-contained classrooms
Team teaching
Partner teaching

63
32
22

75.90%
38.55
26.51

Block-of-time classes
Flexible scheduling
Leaming center schedules
Modular scheduling

66
15
10
3

79.52%
18.07
12.05
3.61

percent of the middle schools, some sort of letter system is used.
In addition to letter grades, many schools use other means to
report pupil progress. Parent-teacher conferences are utilized by
fifty-seven of the middle schools (68. 68%), while twenty-five schools
include the student in the conference (30. 12%).

Many schools alter-

nate conferences with a traditional report card.
The pass/fail (satisfactory/unsatisfactory) designations are
used in forty schools ( 48. 19%).

In some of those schools, letter

grades are used for basic subjects and satisfactory/unsatisfactory
grades are given in such classes as physical education, art, etc.
Other systems are also used, often in conjunction with the letter
scale. The results of the grading question are included in Table V.
Ten schools indicated the use of mid-quarter progress reports.
One school reports student progress in terms of student learning objectives. Two schools base their grading emphasis on effort.

Course Offerings.
A table was provided, listing thirty-three offerings which comprehensively cover most school programs. The list was arranged alphabetically from "Activity program" to "Vocal music." Respondents were
asked to check whether the offering was a "required course," an
"elective course," an "extraclass offering," a "special program," or

(

whether it was "not offered.

Table 5
Grading Practices

Grading Practice
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A

Letter scale
Number scale
Percentage scale
Satisfactory/unsatisfactory
Parent-teacher conferences
Parent-teacher-student
conferences
Anecdotal written notes

Schools

Percentage

79
6
4
40
57

95.18%
7.23
4.82
48.19
68.68

25
27

30.12
32.53
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A possible weakness in the table was the lack of definition of
terms, which left respondents to their own interpretations regarding,
for example, whether counseling was an extraclass offering or a special
program. For that reason, data are grouped in this report into three
columns: Required, Offered, and Not Offered.
In some cases offerings are required for some students and
electives for others, and therefore more than one column was checked.

Basic Offerings.
As was expected, classes which are generally offered in grades
six through eight, regardless of grade-level organization, are required
in middle schools. Language arts, mathematics, physical education,
and social studies are required in all eighty-four schools responding.
Science is required in all but one, and reading is offered in all but two
schools and is required in seventy-eight (92. 86%).

Health education

is required in sixty-four schools (7 6. 19%). These seven subjects
which are required in most middle schools in the state are also offered
on other bases.

See Table VI.

Exploratory Offerings.
The opportunity to explore is an important consideration in
middle school curriculum planning. Many subjects are offered for
the purpose of exploration.

Some are required of all students. Others

4(

Table 6
Basic Course Offerings

Required
Schools Percent

Not Offered
Offered*
Schools Percent Schools Percent

~
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A

Health
Language Arts
Mathematics
Physical Education
Reading
Science
Social Studies

64
84
84
84
78
83
84

76.19
100.00
100.00
100.00
92.86
98.81
100.00

12
0
4
6
12
10
1

14.29

o.oo

4. 76
7.14
14.29
11.91
1.19

9
0
0
0
2
0
0

10. 71

o.oo
o.oo

0.00
2.38
0.00
0.00

* This includes the questionnaire headings: Elective Course, Extraclass
offering, and Special Program.

are required of some students and offered as electives for others.

See

Table VII.

Athletic Offerings.
That portion of the middle school concept based on personal
development (physiologically as well as mentally and socially) instead
of group development based on public entertainment and school prestige
suggests an intramural rather than interscholastic program of athletics.
In fact, only eleven schools (13.1%) offer an intramural program
exclusively. Another fifty-one schools (60. 7%) offer both an intramural and interscholastic program, and twenty-one schools (25%) offer
an interscholastic athletics program exclusively.

One school offers

neither program (due, in all probability, to its low enrollment).
Intramural athletics are offered either exclusively or in combination with interscholastic athletics in sixty-two schools (7 3. 8%).
Interscholastic athletics are offered either exclusively or in combination with intramural athletics in seventy-two schools (85. 7%).
The eighty-four responding schools were further divided into
those which included grade six and those which did not. The assumption
was made that those schools which included grade six were more sensitive to the increasingly earlier maturity of transescent students, and
were, therefore, more in compliance with the middle school concept.
This assumption proved to be largely false.
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Table 7
Exploratory Offerings

Required
Schools Percent

~
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Art
Band
Career Education
Drama/Dramatics
Fine Arts
Foreign Language
Home Economics
Industrial Arts
Music
Newspaper
Orchestra
Social Dancing
Typing
Vocal Music

40
0
24
1
9
1
40
40
36
4
1
101"

1
10

47. 62
0.00
28.57
1.19
10. 71
1.19
47. 62
4,. 62
42.86
4. 76
1.19
11. 91
1.19
11.91

Not Offered
Offered*
Schools Percent Schools Percent

57
81
31
47
28
31
45
49
57
46
34
16
12
63

67.86
96. 43
36.91
55.95
33.33
36.91
53.57
58.33
67. 86
54. 76
40.48
19. 05
14.29
75.00

6
3
28
39
43
50
14
11

3
34
47
50
9
15

7.14
3.57
33.33
46.43
51. 19
59.52
16.67
13.09
3.57
40. 48
55.95
59.52
10.71
17. 86

* This includes the questionnaire headings: Elective Course, Extraclass
Offering, and Special Program.
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There were sixty-one schools (7 2. 6%) which included grade six.
Of these, ten of the total eleven schools (90.9%) offering intramural
athletics were included in this group.

This figure is the most note-

worthy, and it, considering the eighty-four school sample, is largely
insignificant.

Both intramural and interscholastic athletics were offered

in thirty-seven schools (60. 7%) of those including grade six, which
brings to a total of forty-seven schools (77 .1 %) those which offer intramural athletics.
Interscholastic athletics were offered exclusively in fourteen
(23.0%) of these schools. Added to those schools which offer both,

this brings the total to fifty-one schools (83. 6%) which offer interscholastis athletics.
Of the twenty-three schools comprised of grades seven and
eight only (closer in grade-level organization to the traditional junior
high school), one (4. 4%) offered intramural athletics exclusively.
Intramural and interscholastic athletics were both offered in fourteen
of the schools (60. 9%), and interscholastic athletics were offered
exclusively in seven schools (30. 4%).

Those schools comprised of

grades seven and eight which offer intramural sports either exclusively
or in combination with interscholastic athletics totaled fifteen schools
(65. 2%), and interscholastic athletics are offered either exclusively
or in combination with intramural athletics in twenty-one schools (91. 3%).

There appears to be no significant difference between schools
organized to include grade six and those which do not, in the adherence to the principle of the middle school concept which supports
intramural athletics over interscholastic athletics. A numerical breakdown of the responses is included in Table VIII.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Several offerings can be grouped under the heading, "Special
Programs." These include counseling, mentally handicapped, physically handicapped, remedial reading, speech, and student government.
Inasmuch as these were not intended as course offerings, and several
respondents marked the "Required" column, it may be assumed that the
offering titles were misinterpreted. In the case of "Speech," some respondents indicated this was part of language arts.

Others checked

the "Special Program" column, indicating an offering of a remedial
nature. Student government was marked by some respondents as required, with an additional comment to the effect that it is contained in
the social studies program.
In many cases, special education departments deal with mentally and physically handicapped students. Some are mainstreamed
into middle school programs. Table IX indicates responses to items
about special programs.

Table 8
Athletic Programs
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Schools which
include Grade 6

Schools which
do not include
Grade 6

Number Percent

Number Percent

Total
Number Percent

Intramurals Only
Interscholastics only
Both
Neither

10
14
37
0

16.4
22.9
60.7
0.0

1
7
14
1

4.3
30.5
60.9
4.3

11
21
51
1

13.1
25.0
60.7
1.2

Total

61

100.0

23

100.0

84

100.0

41

Table 9
Special Programs
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Required

Offered

Not Offered
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Schools Percent
Counseling
5
Mentally Handicapped 10
Physically Handicapped 7
Remedial Reading
24
16
Speech
4
Student Government

5.95
11. 91
8.33
28.57
19. 05
4. 76

Schools Percent

49
60
49
60
25
67

58.33
71. 43
58.33
71. 43
29. 76
79.76

Schools Percent

24
10
25
3
41
9

28.57
11.91
29.76
3.57
48.81
10.71
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Guidance.
A special guidance department oriented to fill the needs of
transescent youth is an integral part of the middle school literature
(Lynch, 1979; Jones, 1979; Compton, 1968). It is also part of many
middle schools in the state.

Eighty-one respondents indicated fifty-

two schools (64. 2%) have guidance departments specifically designed
to help students of this age.

Advisor/Advisee.
It is also suggested that students have a secure "home base"

with which to identify. Whether called "Homeroom," "Advisor/Advisee,"
or "House," this home base provides an opportunity to explore values,
adjustment, and self-awareness. Of the eighty-one responses to this
item, only twenty-three (28.4%) indicated the existence of such a program.

Activity Program .
When asked, "Does your middle school provide an activity
program which allows for the extension of the curriculum and for activities
beyond the curriculum, such as newspaper, ping pong, etc. ? " sixty+hcc\- +'ne ~ h <td
two respondents indicatedhsuch a program (81. 6% of the seventy-six
respondents).

(
Programs for the Gifted.
Six methods were suggested as programs and practices used in
dealing with gifted students.
of an enrichment program.

Half the respondents indicated the use

Other practices included acceleration pro-

grams (22. 6%), individualized instruction (19. 1%) , independent study
(15. 5%), a resource room (11. 9%), and contracted learning (4. 8%).
Some schools also have an honors club, an elective class for gifted
students, a learning lab for mathematics, and a gifted program for
basic skills.

Two schools will begin a gifted program in the 1980-81

school year. See Table X.

Remedial Practices.
Respondents were asked to indicate what practices they employed for remedial purposes.
source room (85. 7%).

The majority indicated the use of a re-

Others included a tutorial program (33. 3%), and

a Title I program (20. 2%).

Two schools have a "Helping Center."

See Table XI.

Programs for Low Ability Students.
The questionnaire listed three choices of organizational practices
used for low ability students.

They included self-contained classrooms,

homogeneous grouping, and tutorial systems.

Respondents were also

invited to indicate other practices and programs.

..

Table 10
Programs for the Gifted

Schools
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Enrichment
Acceleration
Individualized Instruction
Independent Study
Resource Room
Contracted Learning
Other

42
19
16
13
10
4
7

50 .0%
22.6
19.l
15.5
11.9
4.8
8.3
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Table 11
Remedial Practices

Number
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Resource Room
Tutorial Program
Title I
Helping Center
RAP
HOSTS

72
28
17
2
2
1

Percent
85. 7%

33.3
20.2
2.4
2.4
1.2

(
Many schools indicated the use of self-contained classrooms
42. 9%), and homogeneous grouping (40. 5%) for low ability students.
Tutorial systems are used in some schools (21. 4%). Among other responses were several references to Title I programs. Also cited were
resource rooms.

Some individual help within programs was mentioned,

and some schools maintain self-contained, low enrollment rooms to
deal effectively with these students. See Table XII.

Request for Results.
The questionnaire concluded with the opportunity for respondents to request the results of the study by including their name and
address. Forty-five respondents did so.

,
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Table 12
Programs for Low Ability Students

Number
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Self-contained classroom
Homogeneous grouping
Tutorial system
Other

36
34
18
18

Percent
42.9%
40 .5
21. 4
21.4

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a common
core of practices which identifies the middle school, and if not, whether
there are common characteristics of the various schools.

The compre-

hensive sample, including all middle schools in the state of Washington
{of which eighty-four schools, or 91 % , are represented herein) provides
an accurate picture of current practices.

I.

SUMMARY

The middle school in the state of Washington has been in existence in some districts for twenty years, but on the average in districts across the state, the middle school has been in existence only
six to seven years.

Its size ranges from twenty-seven students to

1100 students, with the average being 49 8.

It employs an average of

2 4. 3 teachers and 1. 65 building administrators.

Supporting staff in-

clude 2. 05 clerical workers, 2. 90 aides, and 2. 99 custodians.
The school typically encompasses grades six through eight,
with several other arrangements involving lower grades {four and five).
It was formed primarily to provide a better program for students of this
age group.

Other reasons of significance include the

o'1

relief of

overcrowding conditions, accommodating a building, and an attempt to
slow the maturity rate by separating younger from older students.
Very few teachers and administrators have been trained specifically for middle school service. Teachers in the middle school come
almost equally from training programs for elementary and secondary
teachers. Another third of the teachers are trained at both levels.
Administrators share this balance of training, while slightly more are
trained for the secondary level. Approximately one-third of the middle
school teachers have returned for additional training in dealing with
trans es cent students.
Curriculum emphasis in the school is clearly on basic skills,
with a secondary emphasis on exploratory experiences. Nearly threequarters of the middle schools provide the opportunity for continuous
progress and a smooth transition from grade to grade.
Individualized instruction and large group instruction are frequently employed.

Independent study and Leaming Activity Packages

are utilized to a lesser extent.

Three-quarters of the classrooms are

self contained-contained, while some are taught by teaching teams and
partners. Most scheduling is done on a block-of-time basis, while
learning center schedules and flexible scheduling are less common.
Modular scheduling is utilized very infrequently.
The great majority of middle schools use a letter system for

grading practices.

This apparent violation of the middle school phil-

osophy is tempered by the fact that other means are used in conjunction
with the letter systems. Parent-teacher (and parent-teacher-student)
conferences are widely used. Pass/fail systems are also used in some
schools.
Subject matter requirements are typical and traditional. The
basic subjects- health, language arts, mathematics, physical education, reading, science, and social studies-are required. A wide
variety of subjects are offered as electives, extraclass offerings, or
special programs.
The middle school in the state of Washington does not adhere
to the middle school concept in areas of athletics. Whereas the concept supports intramural athletics which are designed to promote individual development, the middle school in the state of Washington
largely supports interscholastic programs. Fortunately, most schools
which offer interscholastic programs also offer intramural programs.
The majority of middle schools in the state have guidance
departments designed specifically for the transescent student, but
just over one-fourth have an "Advisor/advisee" or "House" program
designed to provide the opportunity to explore values, adjustment,
and self-awareness. The majority of schools, however, have an activity program which allows for extension of the curriculum and for

activities beyond the curriculum.
Many of the middle schools in the state provide opportunities
for gifted students, including enrichment programs, acceleration programs, and resource rooms.

Some opportunity also exists for indiv-

idualized instruction and independent study.
Resource rooms for dealing effectively with remedial problems
are provided in the majority of middle schools. Tutorial programs and
Title programs are also used for this purpose. Students of low ability
are dealt with mainly in homogeneous, self-contained classrooms,
some using tutorial programs.

II.

CONCLUSIONS

In reviewing the data the writer reached the following conclusions:
1. Washington middle schools generally conform to recommendations in the literature.
2. They recognize a developmental stage known as transescence
and utilize programs designed specifically for this group.
3. The change in organizational structure from the junior high
school to middle school has had little effect on curricular offerings.
4. Middle school curriculum provides the opportunity for continuous progress for students of varying ability.
5. The curriculum also provides a smooth transition from the

,.

self-contained elementary school to the departmentalized high school.
6. Individualized instruction and large group instruction are
widely used in Washington middle schools.
7. Letter grades are used extensively in reporting student progress.

This practice does not conform to the middle school concept.

However, the use of pass/fail systems and parent-teacher conferences
in conjunction with letter grades tempers this lack of conformance.
8. Washington middle schools also fail to conform to the middle school concept in areas of athletic programs. Interscholastic
programs are more numerous than the intramural programs supported by
the literature.
9. Special programs are offered in the middle schools.

These

include an exploratory activity program designed to extend and supplement the curriculum.

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Middle schools in the state of Washington should meet the

recommended middle school philosophy and characteristics. While
many middle schools generally conform, most have areas of deviation.
2. This study relates middle school practices in the state of
Washington to the middle school philosophy as derived from the literature. Further research should focus on whether middle schools in

other states conform to the philosophy.

It would then be possible to

compare middle schools of the state of Washington with those of other·
states.
3. Inasmuch as this study dealt strictly with those schools
that chose to use the term "middle school" in their titles, a study
should be conducted to delineate the difference between middle schools
and junior high schools and between valid middle schools and those
11

in name only.

11

4. Little research has been conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the middle school. Further study should focus on this area.
5. The middle school concept is based on a unique developmental stage known as transescence. Acknowledging the uniqueness
of this stage, teacher training institutions should provide extensive
training at this level.
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April 5, 19 80

Dear Colleague:
In cooperation with Central Washington University, I am
conducting a questionnaire study to determine the status of the
middle school in the state of Washington. This study is being
conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Master
of Education Degree.
Your response, as a principal of one of the ninety-two
middle schools in Washington State, would be extremely valuable.
The response will be treated confidentially, and under no circumstances will individual schools be identified, Feel free to make
any comments that would be beneficial.

(

Since our objective is to form an overall picture of the
middle school in Washington State, the absence of only one
questionnaire would make the study less accurate. Please take
the time to fill out the questionnaire and return it as soon as
possible. I hope to begin compiling the results on May 1, 1980.
Please accept my sincere thanks for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Edward A. Barnhart

Please note: An address on this page was redacted due to privacy concerns.

May 5, 1980

Dear Colleague:

During the month of April you received a questionnaire entitled
"Middle School Questionnaire." Of the ninety-two principals contacted,
seventy-eight have returned the completed questionnaire. If you are
one of those seventy-eight, I wish to take this opportunity to thank you.
If you have not yet completed the questionnaire, I wish to appeal to you
to do so.
Because of the comprehensive nature of the study-to determine
the nature of the middle school in the state of Washington- it is essential
that all of the questionnaires be returned.
If you have not yet done so, please take a few minutes to complete the questionnaire and send it to me in the enclosed stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

If you have completed and sent the questionnaire, would you
please indicate this below and return this letter in the envelope?

Again, thank you for your cooperation in this study.

Sincerely,

Edward A. Barnhart

D

Yes, I have returned the questionnaire regarding
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - M i d d l e School.

Please note: An address on this page was redacted due to privacy concerns.
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April 2, 19 80
Seattle Public Schools
Department of Planning, Research and Evaluation
Room 207, Administrative and Service Center

Dear Sir or Madam:
The statewide nature of the proposed study herewith attached
demands total participation in order to be accurate and effective. I
therefore request special consideration for approval of this study.
Without the participation of the Seattle Public Schools, the
study will be ineffectual.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Edward A. Barnhart

Please note: Addresses on this page were redacted due to privacy concerns.

MIDDLE SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRE

GENERAL ORGANIZATION
How long has your middle school been in existence {including this
year)?
years.
Please indicate the
grades in your middle school:
4 5 6 7 8 9 Ungraded
number of students in your middle school: - - - - - - - - number of teachers: - - - - - - - number of administrators: - - - - - - - number of clerical workers {secretary, attendance):------number of aides: -~-----number of custodial/maintenance personnel: - - - - - - - Why did your district adopt the middle school concept {mark all that
apply)?
_ _ _ To try an innovation
_ _ _ To provide a better instructional program for students of
of this age
_ _ _ To attempt to slow the maturity rate by separating younger
from older students
- - - To accommodate a (new) building
- - - To deal with overcrowding conditions
weaknesses of a junior high school {please
- - - To remedy
explain):

--------------------~

Please indicate the training emphasis of the teachers and administrators
in your middle school:
teachers
administrators
Elementary emphasis
Secondary emphasis
Both levels
Middle school emphasis
Approximately what percentage of the teachers at your middle school
have returned for college training in dealing with transescents (individuals
in transition from childhood to adolescence)?
%

CURRICULUM
Which does your middle school curriculum emphasize?
_ _ _ basic skills
_ _ _ academic exploration
- - - subject matter depth
Does your curriculum permit continuous progress for students of varying
ability?
Yes
No _ __
Does your middle school employ a vertical organization which provides
a smooth transition from the earliest middle school grade to the latest?
Yes
No _ __
Please indicate the types of instructional practices utilized in your
middle school:
___
___
___
___

Individualized learning
Independent study
Large group instruction
Learning Activity Packages

_ _ _ Self-contained classrooms
_ _ _ Team teaching
_ _ _ Partner teaching
___
___
___
___

Block-of-time classes
Leaming center schedules
Modular scheduling
Flexible scheduling

Please indicate the method(s} your middle school uses for reporting pupil
progress:
_ _ _ Letter scale
_ _ _ Number scale
_ _ _ Percentage scale
_ _ _ Satisfactory/unsatisfactory (pass/fail)
_ _ _ Parent-teacher conferences
- - Parent-teacher-student conferences
_ _ _ Anecdotal written notes
___ Other:------------------------

4

·~

Please indicate the status of each offering belc
Required
Course
Activity program • . . . . . • .
Advisor/advisee program ..
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Band . . . . . . . .
Career education
Counseling . . . .
Drama/dramatics
Fine arts . . • . . .
Foreign language .
Health . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ __
Home economics . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . .
Industrial Arts (shop) . . • . .
Interschool athletics,. Boys .
Interschool athletics, Girls.
Intramural athletics, Boys .
Intramural athletics, Girls .
Language arts . . • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . .
Mathematics . . . • . .
Mentally handicapped
Music . . .
Newspaper . . • . .
Orchestra . . • . . .
Physical Education
Physically handicapped
Reading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Remedial Reading . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . _ __
Science . . . .
Social dancing • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Social studies . . • . . • • . . • . . . • . . .
Speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Student government
Typing . . . .
Vocal Music . . . . .

)y checking the appropriate column(s):
Elective
Course

Extraclass
Offering

Special
Program

"

Not
Offered

.. . . . . .. .

~

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Does your middle school employ a guidance department especially oriented
to fill the needs of this age group?
No _ _ __
Yes _ __
Does your middle school provide an advisor/advisee or "house" program
aimed at self awareness and adjustment?
Yes
No _ __
Does your middle school provide an activity program which allows for
extension of the curriculum and for activities beyond the curriculum
i.e. school newspaper, ping pong, etc.)?
Yes
No _ __
If your middle school offers a program for the gifted, please check the

practices utilized:
Acceleration _ __
Enrichment _ __
Resource room _ __

Contracted learning _ __
Individualized learning _ __
Independent study _ __

Other: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

If your middle school offers a remedial program, please check the practices

utilized:
Resource room _ __

Tutorial system _ __

Other: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

If your middle school offers a program for low ability students, please

check the practices utilized:
Self contained classroom
Homogeneous grouping _ __

Tutorial system _ __

Other: --------------------------~

If you wish to receive a copy of the results of this study, please supply

the following:
Name: --------------------------~
School: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street address: ----------------------~
City, Z i p : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

